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Abstract

Scientists often use directed acyclic graphs (dags) to model the qualitative structure of causal theories, allowing the parameters to be estimated from observational data. Two causal models are equivalent if there is no expirement which could distinguish one from the other. A canonical representation for causal models is presented which yields an efficient graphical criterion for deciding equivalence, and provides a theoretical basis for extracting causal structures from empirical data. This representation is then extended to the more general case of an embedded causal model, that is, a dag in which only a subset of the variables are observable. The canonical representation presented here yields an efficient algorithm for determining when two embedded causal models reflect the same dependency information. This algorithm leads to a model theoretic definition of causation in terms of statistical dependencies.

1 Introduction

The use of dags as a language for describing causal models has been popular in the behavioral sciences [Blalock 71], [Duncan 75] and [Wright 34], decision analysis [Howard and Matheson 81] [Olmsted 84] and [Shachter 85] and evidential reasoning [Pearl 88], and has also received extensive theoretical studies [Geiger and Pearl 90], [Geiger et al 90], [Glymour et al 1987], [Pearl and Verma 87], [Shachter 85], [Smith 89], [Spirtes et al 90] and [Verma and Pearl 90]. One problem that has arisen in the course of these studies
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is that of non-uniqueness; it is quite common for two different causal models to be empirically indistinguishable, hence, equally predictive. This occurs when each of the two models can mimic the behavior of the other. Formally:

**Definition 1** A causal theory is a pair $T = \langle D, \Theta_D \rangle$ consisting of a causal model $D$ and a set of parameters $\Theta_D$ compatible with $D$. $\Theta_D$ assigns a function $x_i = f_i[\text{pa}(x_i), \epsilon_i]$ and a probability measure $g_i$, to each $x_i \in U$, where $\text{pa}(x_i)$ are the parents of $x_i$ in $D$ and each $\epsilon_i$ is a random disturbance distributed according to $g_i$, independently of the other $\epsilon$'s and of any preceding variable $x_j : 0 < j < i$.

**Definition 2** Two causal models $D_1$ and $D_2$ are equivalent if for every theory $T_1 = \langle D_1, \Theta_1 \rangle$ there is a theory $T_2 = \langle D_2, \Theta_2 \rangle$ such that $T_1$ and $T_2$ define the same probability distribution, and vice versa.
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**Figure 1:** Three of the four models are equivalent.

For example, consider the four causal models of Figure 1. The parameters required for the first model are $P(a)$, $P(b|a)$ and $P(c|b)$. The second requires estimations for $P(b)$, $P(a|b)$ and $P(c|b)$. It is easy to see that these two models are equivalent by the definition of conditional probability, i.e. $P(a)P(b|a) = P(ab) = P(b)P(b|a)$. Thus the values obtained for the first set of parameters completely determine the values of the second, and vice versa. Similarly, the third model is equivalent to the first two since its parameters, $P(c)$, $P(b|c)$ and $P(a|b)$ can be determined from either of the first two sets. However, the fourth model is quite different; its parameters are $P(a)$, $P(c)$ and $P(b|ac)$ which cannot be determined from any of the previous sets.

The fact that the first three models are equivalent to each other but not the fourth is easily seen in terms of the independence information conveyed by the corresponding dags. The first three all represent the independence statement $I(a, b, c)$ which is read “a is independent of c given b”, whereas the fourth represents the statement $I(a, \emptyset, c)$, which is read “a is marginally independent of c”. The statistical meaning of any causal model can be described completely and economically by its *stratified protocol*, which is a list of independence statements, each asserting that a variable is independent of its non-descendants, given its parents [Geiger and Pearl 90], [Pearl and Verma 87] and [Verma and Pearl 90]. Furthermore, any independence statement that logically follows
from the stratified protocol can be graphically determined in linear time via the *d-separation* criterion [Geiger et al 89] and [Geiger et al 90]. Thus, the question of equivalence of causal models reduces to the question of equivalence of protocols: two dags are equivalent if and only if each dag’s protocol holds in the other [Pearl et al 89]. This solution is both intuitive and efficient. However, it has two drawbacks; it is difficult to process visually and it does not generalize to embedded causal models.

Embedded causal models are useful for modeling theories that cannot be modeled via simple dags. For example, if there are unobserved variables which cause spurious correlations between the observable variables it may be necessary to embed the observables in a larger dag containing “hidden” variables in order to build an accurate model. Even when there exists a simple causal model that fits a theory, it might be desirable to embed the model in a larger dag to satisfy some higher level constraints. For example, suppose that every causal model that fits a given set of data contains the link $a \rightarrow b$, but $b$ is known to precede $a$. Under these circumstances, the simple causal models are inconsistent with our common notion of the temporal direction of causality; one way of avoiding this conflict is to hypothesize the existence of an unknown common cause, i.e. $a \leftarrow \alpha \rightarrow b$. See Figure 2 as well as Figures 4 and 5 for examples of the use of hidden variables, (denoted by greek letters).

![Figure 2: Two dependency equivalent embedded causal models which are not equivalent in general.](image)

Figure 2 illustrates a special problem that embedded causal models pose. Unlike simple causal models, the statistical meaning of an embedded causal model cannot be completely characterized by dependency information alone; two dependency equivalent causal models need not be equivalent in the general sense. For example both embedded causal models of Figure 2 represent the dependency statement $I(a, b, c)$, but the first model (a) imposes an additional constraint upon the set of distributions it can describe:

$$
\sum_b P(b|a)P(d|abc) = f(c, d)
$$

Fortunately, dependency equivalence is a tight enough necessary condition for equivalence that it permits many sound conclusions to be derived by graphical means.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an efficient criterion for deciding the equivalence of two models, and a canonical representation called a pattern for describing the class of all models equivalent to a given dag. Section 3 extends this construction to the case of embedded causal models. Theorems will be stated without proofs, a full detail of which can be found in [Verma 91]. In section 4, the Theorems of the previous two sections are applied to the problem of recovery of a causal model from statistical data.

2 Patterns of Causal Models

It is not difficult to observe that equivalent dags have common features. For example, two dags that represent equivalent causal models must have the same adjacency structure. Two nodes of a dag are adjacent, written $\overline{ab}$ if either $a \rightarrow b$ or $a \leftarrow b$. That adjacency is invariant among equivalent dags follows from Lemma 1 which describes the principal relationship between adjacency and unseparability\(^1\) (parts 1 and 2) as well as the relationships between separability and d-separation\(^2\) given two particular special sets of nodes in the dags (parts 3 and 4). Let the ancestor set $A_{ab}$ of a pair of variables $a$ and $b$ be defined as the union of the sets of ancestors of $a$ and $b$ (less $ab$), and similarly, the parent set $P_{ab}$ of the pair be defined as the union of the sets of parents of $a$ and $b$ (less $ab$).

Lemma 1 Let $a$ and $b$ be two nodes of a dag $D$; the following four conditions are equivalent:

(1) $a$ and $b$ are adjacent in $D$
(2) $a$ and $b$ are unseparable in $D$
(3) $a$ and $b$ are not d-separated by $A_{ab}$ in $D$
(4) $a$ and $b$ are not d-separated by $P_{ab}$ in $D$

Proof: (Sketch) That (1) implies (2) follows from the fact that a link is a path which cannot be deactivated; and (2) trivially implies (3) since unseparability means the lack of d-separation in any context, including $A_{ab}$. Since every path activated by $P_{ab}$ is also activated by $A_{ab}$, it follows that (3) implies (4). The final implication, that (4) implies (1) follows from the observation that if $a$ and $b$ are not d-separated given $P_{ab}$, then there must be an active path between them. If this path contains a node, other than $a$ or $b$, it would have to contain at least one head-to-head node since the path is active given $P_{ab}$. The head-to-head node nearest to $a$ on the path would be a descendant of $a$, similarly the one nearest $b$ would be a descendant of $b$, again because the path is active given $P_{ab}$. Any such of these head-to-head nodes would have to be in or be an ancestor of a node in $P_{ab}$ for the path to be active, but the one nearest $a$ could not be an ancestor of $a$, hence both it and $a$ would be ancestors of $b$. Similarly, both $b$ and the head to head node nearest it would have to be ancestors of $a$, but this would imply the existence of a

\(^1\) two variables are unseparable just in case there is no set that d-separates them.
\(^2\) the predicate $I_D(\cdot)$ denotes d-separation in the dag $D$. 
directed loop, hence the path cannot contain any nodes other than a and b. Therefore the nodes are adjacent. □

The major consequence of this lemma is that adjacency is a property determined solely by d-separation, hence remains invariant among equivalent dags.

A set of equivalent dags possesses another important invariant property, namely the directionality of the uncoupled head-to-head links (i.e. \( a \rightarrow b \leftarrow c \) are uncoupled if a and c are not adjacent). There are other links whose directionality remains invariant, but these can easily be determined from the uncoupled head-to-head links. The following lemma summarizes this important class of links with invariant directionality.

**Lemma 2** In any dag \( D \), if the nodes \( a, c, b \) form a chain \( abc \) while \( a \) and \( b \) are d-separated by some set \( S \) but not \( Sc \) then \( a \rightarrow c \leftarrow b \).

Furthermore if \( a \rightarrow c \leftarrow b \) then \( a \) and \( b \) are unseparable by any set containing \( c \).

The proof of this lemma relies upon the inherent differences between a head-to-head junction and the other types of junctions (tail-to-tail and head-to-tail). The major ramification of Lemma 2 is that the directionality of a certain class of links can be determined from d-separation alone. The implications this may have on the prospects of inferring causal relationships from independence statements are briefly discussed in section 4 and in detail in [Verma 91].

Together, these lemmas form a necessary and sufficient condition for equivalence, previously stated in [Pearl et al 89]:

**Theorem 1** Two dags are equivalent if and only if they have the same links and same uncoupled head-to-head nodes.

The proof of this theorem is based on the lemmas along with an inductive step showing that every active path in one dag has a corresponding active path in the other. The importance of Theorem 1 is that the equivalence of two causal models can be determined by a simple graphical criterion.

Since the two invariant properties of a dag identified in the lemmas are a sufficient condition for equivalence, they lead to a natural canonical representation of its equivalent class. Simply construct a *partially directed graph* by removing the arrowheads from any link of the dag that is not identified by Lemma 2. This partially-directed graph will be called the *rudimentary pattern* of the causal model. Since the rudimentary pattern can be defined solely in terms of d-separation, it follows that each equivalence class of causal models has a unique pattern; hence, two causal models are equivalent if and only if they have the same pattern. This is a useful view of the problem since the patterns can be constructed efficiently.\(^3\)

---

\(^3\)Note that comparison of patterns is polynomial since the nodes are labeled.
Lemma 2 only identifies some of the invariant arrowheads of a causal model, but since identification of this class is sufficient for deciding equivalence, it follows that the remainder of the invariant arrowheads are completely determined by this class. It is not difficult to identify the remainder of the invariant arrowheads as some of the undirected links of a rudimentary pattern cannot be arbitrarily directed without either (1) creating a new uncoupled head-to-head node or (2) creating a directed loop. Since these undirected links are essentially constrained to a certain direction, it is desirable to define a completed pattern in which they are directed as constrained. The completed pattern reflects each and every invariant arrowhead. Furthermore, both rudimentary patterns and completed patterns offer a compact summary of each and every dag in an equivalence class.

\[ \{ (a), (b), (c) \} = (d) = (e) \]

Figure 3: Equivalence class of models.

For example, in Figure 3, the rudimentary pattern (d) and the completed pattern (e) each summarizes the dags in the equivalence class \{ (a), (b), (c) \}. Any extension of either pattern into a full dag that does not create new uncoupled head-to-head nodes will be a dag in the equivalence class. There are three such extensions in the example of Figure 3.

3 Embedded Causal Models

Partially-directed graphs offer an excellent tool for describing the equivalence classes of causal models; it would be desirable to find a similar structure for embedded causal models. Such a structure requires the ability to represent a direct non-causal correlation between two variables. In a simple dag, whenever two variables are unseparable, there must be a directed link between them, dictating that either the first causes the second or the second causes the first. There is no way to represent the existence of an unknown common cause, as illustrated in the following embedded causal model (Figure 4 (a)). Assume \(a, b, c\) and \(d\) are the observables and \(\alpha\) is unobservable. There is no dag that can represent the dependencies between \(a, b, c\) and \(d\) using these variables only. However, the hybrid graph (Figure 4 (b)) which contains a bi-directional link does represent these dependencies. (Under a natural extension of d-separation [Verma 91]).

For hybrid graphs, the notation \(\overrightarrow{ab}\) denotes the existence of a link with at least an arrow head pointing at \(b\), namely either \(a \rightarrow b\) or \(a \leftrightarrow b\), while \(\overleftarrow{ab}\) denotes the existence of a link without any constraints on its orientation. Thus, for example, when applied to a dag, \(\overrightarrow{ab}\) means \(a \rightarrow b\) or \(a \leftarrow b\); while in hybrid graphs \(\overrightarrow{ab}\) denotes the existence of any of the four possible types of links, (namely, \(a \rightarrow b, a \rightarrow b, a \leftarrow b\) and \(a \leftarrow b\)). Hybrid graphs
can be used to represent patterns of embedded causal models according to the following definition.

**Definition 3 (Embedded Pattern)** Given a dag $D$ over the variables $U_D$, of which $U_O \subseteq U_D$ are observable, the rudimentary pattern $P$ of $D$ restricted to $U_O$ is defined as the hybrid graph with fewest arrowheads that satisfies the following conditions:

1. $\overline{ab} \in P \iff \neg I_D(a, S, b) \; \forall S \subseteq U_O - ab$
2. $ab$ if $\exists c \in U_O$ such that: $\overline{abc} \in P$, $\overline{ac} \notin P$
   and $\neg I_D(a, Sb, c) \; \forall S \subseteq U_O - abc$

Rudimentary embedded patterns can be extended into completed embedded patterns (or simply, embedded patterns) in much the same way that simple patterns are completed. The same constraints can be used for the completion, namely, no arrow head can be added to the pattern that would (1) create a new uncoupled head-to-head node or (2) create a strictly directed cycle. However, note that a strictly directed cycle contains only singly directed arrows.

While this defines a unique pattern for every embedded dag, it does so in terms of $d$-separation conditions over subsets all of $U_O$, which, in principle, might require an exponential number of tests. The next two lemmas show that patterns can be formed in polynomial time. Lemma 3 delineates the relationship between adjacency in the pattern and unseparability in the causal model (parts 1 and 2) and provides a practical criterion for determining separability in terms of a simple $d$-separation test (part 3) and a graphical test (part 4). The graphical test is defined in terms of an *inducing path*:

**Definition 4 (Inducing Path)** An inducing path between the variables $a$ and $b$ of an embedded causal model is any path $\rho$ satisfying the following two conditions:

1. Every observable node on $\rho$ is head-to-head on $\rho$.
2. Every head-to-head node on $\rho$ is in $A_{ab}$.

**Lemma 3** Let $P$ be the pattern of a dag $D$ with respect to the observables $U_O \subset U_D$ and $a, b \in U_O$ be two observables; the following statements are equivalent:
(1) a and b are adjacent in P
(2) a and b are unseparable in D (over UO)
(3) a and b are not d-separated by Aab \cap UO in D
(4) a and b are connected by an inducing path in D

Proof: (Sketch) By definition, (1) is equivalent to (2) and (2) implies (3). To show that \neg I_D(a, A_{ab} \cap U_O, b) implies the existence of an inducing path, consider that this dependency implies the existence of a path \rho, between a and b which is active given A_{ab} \cap U_O. Since A_{ab} \cap U_O only contains ancestors of a and b it follows that every head-to-head node on \rho must be in A_{ab}. Thus any observable node on \rho that is not head-to-head would be in A_{ab} \cap U_O and would serve to deactivate the path, so every observable node on \rho must be head-to-head. Therefore \rho is an inducing path.

To show that the existence of an inducing path implies unseparability relative to U_O hence finish the proof, consider any two nodes a and b which are connected by an inducing path \rho. To show a and b are not d-separated in any context of U_O, consider any context S which deactivate \rho (if \rho is active for every context, then the two nodes are unseparable). Since the only observable nodes of \rho are head-to-head, only head-to-head nodes could serve to deactivate \rho. Each head-to-head node on \rho must be in A_{ab} and at least one must be inactive, given S (otherwise the path would be active given S). If all inactive head-to-head nodes are ancestors of a then consider the one closest to b, call it y. The portion of \rho between y and b is active, and the ancestry path from y to a can be added to form an active path between a and b given S. On the other hand, if any of the inactive head-to-head nodes is ancestor of b then pick the head-to-head ancestor of b which is closest to a on \rho and call it x. Every inactive head-to-head node between a and x must be an ancestor of a (if any exist), hence there must be an active path between a and x (either the portion of \rho between a and x, or the ancestry path from the head-to-head node between a and x which is closest to x concatenated with the portion of \rho from that node to x). Since x is an ancestor of b, the ancestry path from x to b can be concatenated to the path from a to x to form an active path between a and b given S. Thus a and b are unseparable. □

Lemma 3 describes how links are induced in P by paths of D. The next lemma will describe how to determine the directionality of these links in terms of the inducing paths.

Lemma 4 For any rudimentary pattern P, \rightarrow ab if and only if there is a node c adjacent to b but not to a (in P) such that both edges ab and bc were induced by paths (of D) which ended pointing at b.

Lemmas 3 and 4 provide a polynomial time algorithm for constructing the characteristic pattern of any embedded causal model. The final theorem completes the original task of deciding dependency equivalence.

Theorem 2 Two embedded causal models are dependency equivalent if and only if they have identical completed patterns.
Thus, Theorem 2 gives validity to the notion of a pattern as a characteristic representation of an embedded causal model. An interesting consequence of this theorem is given by the following corollary:

**Corollary 1** There are fewer than $5^{|U_0|^2}$ distinct embedded causal models containing $|U_0|$ variables; moreover, every embedded causal model is equivalent to a simple dag with fewer than $|U_0|^2$ variables.

Part 1 follows from the fact that every embedded causal model is equivalent to its pattern, and every pattern contains fewer than $|U_0|$ edges (there are four types of edges). The second part stems from the fact that a bi-directional link $a \leftrightarrow b$ in a pattern can be represented by a single hidden common cause $\alpha$ of the observable variables, namely, $a \leftarrow \alpha \rightarrow b$.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5:** The patterns reveal which two models are dependency equivalent.

Figure 5 contains three embedded causal models (a), (b) and (c) over the observable variables $\{a, b, c, d, e\}$ as well as their completed patterns (a'), (b') and (c') respectively. The patterns indicate that the first two causal models are equivalent to each other but not to the third; while $d$ and $e$ are marginally independent in (c) they are dependent in both (a) and (b). Figure 5 (b) demonstrates that a hidden common cause is not equivalent to a bi-directional link since it is important to recognize the paths they may induce.
4 Applications to the Synthesis of Causal Models

The problem of deciding the equivalence of (embedded) causal models is fundamental to causal reasoning and theory building, as it allows us to determine which structural properties of the model (e.g. connectivity or directionality) can be substantiated by data and which serve merely for representational convenience. The canonical representations presented in this paper offer an efficient solution to this problem since they can be constructed (from the causal models) in polynomial time. They can also be used to solve the broader problem of model subsumption [Verma 91].

The construction of these canonical representations is based on (conditional) independence relationships, thus suggesting the possibility of extracting causal models directly from statistical information. Such application meets with the difficulty that, in general, probability distributions do not define unique graphical models. In other words, given that the data is generated by some causal theory \( T = <D,<\Theta> \), it is always possible to contrive the parameters \( \Theta \) to yield spurious independencies, not shown in \( D \), that fit another theory \( T' = <D',\Theta'> \), with \( D' \) not equivalent to \( D \). [Spirtes et al 90] show that, under some reasonable assumptions, the occurrence of such spurious independencies is a rare event of measure zero, and therefore argue that it is natural in causal modeling to assume that the underlying distribution is dag-isomorphic 4, albeit allowing for the inclusion of unobserved variables.

Under the assumption that the observed distribution is dag isomorphic, Theorem 1 permits the recovery of the underlying structure uniquely, modulo the equivalence class defined by its pattern. One such recovery algorithm is proposed in [Spirtes et al 90] and several alternatives are discussed in the sequel.

Our basic algorithm has four parts; the first part is an application of Lemma 1 that identifies the links of the pattern. The second part of the algorithm is an application of Lemma 2 which adds directionality to some of the links, thus forming the rudimentary pattern. The third part of the algorithm consists of completing the rudimentary pattern into a full pattern; and the final part marks those links that are invariant over all dependency equivalent embedded causal models.

IC-Algorithm (Inductive Causation)

Input: \( \hat{P} \) a sampled distribution.

Output: core(\( \hat{P} \)) a marked hybrid acyclic graph.

1. For each pair of variables \( a \) and \( b \), search for a set \( S_{ab} \) such that \( (a,S_{ab},b) \) is in \( I(\hat{P}) \), namely \( a \) and \( b \) are independent in \( \hat{P} \), conditioned on \( S_{ab} \). If there is no such \( S_{ab} \), place an undirected link between the variables.

2. For each pair of non-adjacent variables \( a \) and \( b \) with a common neighbor \( c \), check if \( c \in S_{ab} \).

---

4A probabilistic distribution is dag-isomorphic permitting all its dependencies and independencies to be displayed in some dag
If it is, then continue.
If it is not, then add arrowheads pointing at c, (i.e. \( a \rightarrow c \leftarrow b \)).

3. Form core(\( \hat{P} \)) by recursively adding arrowheads according to the following two rules:
   - If \( \overrightarrow{ab} \) and there is a strictly directed path from \( a \) to \( b \) then add an arrowhead at \( b \).
   - If \( a \) and \( b \) are not adjacent but \( \overrightarrow{ac} \) and \( c \rightarrow b \), then direct the link \( c \rightarrow b \).

4. If \( \overrightarrow{ab} \) then mark every uni-directed link \( b \rightarrow c \) in which \( c \) is not adjacent to \( a \).

The complexity of this algorithm is bounded by the first step, which by brute force would require an exponential search for the set \( S_{ab} \). It can be greatly reduced by the generation of a Markov network. A Markov network is the undirected graph formed by linking every pair of variables \( a \) and \( b \) that are dependent given the rest of the variables (i.e. \( -I(a, U - ab, b) \)). The Markov network of a dag-isomorphic distribution has the property that the parents of any variable in the dag form a clique in the network. Since Lemma 1 states that any two variables \( a \) and \( b \) are separable if and only if they are separated by their parent set \( P_{ab} \), the search for a separating set can be confined to the cliques that contain either \( a \) or \( b \). Thus, the complexity is bounded, exponentially, by the size of the largest clique in the Markov network, and this coincides with the theoretical lower bound for recovery of a dag from independence information [Verma 91].

One drawback of the Markov network reduction is that it is not applicable to embedded causal models because it rests on part (4) of Lemma 1; no parallel lemma exists for embedded models. However, the basic algorithm stated above, by virtue of resting on Theorem 2 can be used to recover embedded causal model as well. The only difference is in the output; when the algorithm is applied to a dag isomorphic distribution, every link is guaranteed to be assigned at most one arrowhead (a particular arrowhead may actually be assigned multiple times, but no link will receive an arrowhead on both ends). However, when the distribution is isomorphic to an embedded dag it is possible for a link to be assigned an arrowhead on both ends, hence the recovery of a bi-directional link.

The invariant nature of the arrows in a pattern can form the basis for a general non-temporal definition of causation; one that determines the direction of causal influences from statistical data without resorting to chronological information, and one that applies to general distributions, including those that are not isomorphic to embedded dags. The essence of this definition can be articulated by taking as models of our theory the set \( \mathcal{P} \) of all patterns that are consistent with an observed distribution, namely, patterns that represent the minimal causal models of the distribution (see [Pearl and Verma 1991] for the definition of minimality).

**Definition 5 (Genuine and Potential Cause)** c is a genuine cause of \( e \) if c causes \( e \) in every consistent model (i.e. every pattern of \( \mathcal{P} \) contains the directed arrow \( c \rightarrow e \)). c is a potential cause of \( e \) if c causes \( e \) in some consistent model (i.e. some pattern of \( \mathcal{P} \) contains \( c \rightarrow e \)) and \( e \) never causes c in any consistent model (i.e. no pattern of \( \mathcal{P} \) contains \( c \leftarrow e \)).

The IC-algorithm identifies every potential cause by assignment of a uni-directional link, and it marks those which are in fact genuine. The vertical arrow in Figure 3 (e) is an
example of a genuine cause, since this arrow cannot be emulated by a hidden common cause of the two end points (in any consistent embedded model). The other arrows in Figure 3 (e) represent potential causes when viewed in the context of embedded models, because each can be represented by a common hidden cause in some equivalent causal model.

Since the number of patterns over \(|U|\) variables is finite, Definition 5 is operational. However, the existence of an effective algorithm which can determine causation by means other than enumerating the patterns of \(\mathcal{P}\) is an open question. If the observed distribution is isomorphic to an embedded dag, then \(\mathcal{P}\) contains only one unique pattern; that which is generated by the recovery algorithm. This pattern contains all the information required for identifying the genuine and potential causes [Verma 91]. However, when applied to general distributions the arrows assigned in the generated pattern may or may not coincide with the model-theoretic definition of genuine and potential causes. A more detailed treatment of the model-theoretic definition of causation, including a set of sound causal relationships sanctioned by this definition can be found in [Pearl and Verma 91].

[Spirtes et al 90] have proposed an algorithm for identifying causal relationships which accepts many, but not all, of the genuine and potential causes in distributions that are isomorphic to embedded dags. The relationships identified by [Spirtes et al 90] correspond to the singly directed arrows of the rudimentary pattern.

In practice, every recovery algorithm must face the problem of inferring independence relations from sampled data. The number of samples required to reliably test the assertion \(I(a, S_{ab}, b)\) grows exponentially with the size of \(S_{ab}\). A reasonable approximating algorithm for recovering a dag (or embedded dag) could be devised based upon the following redefinition of the independence relation:

**Definition 6 (Reliable Independence)** \(I(a, S, b)\) holds reliably whenever the set of hypotheses \(\{P(a|S) = P(a|Sb)\}\) is confirmed for each instantiation of \(S\) for which a sufficient number of samples are available to reliably test the hypothesis.

This notion of reliable independence is captured by taking as a measure of dependency the (conditional) sample cross entropy [Pearl 88, page 392]:

\[
\hat{H}(a, b|S) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{a,b,S} \hat{P}(a, b, S) \log \frac{\hat{P}(a, b|S)}{\hat{P}(a|S) \hat{P}(b|S)}
\]

where \(\hat{P}\) stands for the sample frequency and the summation ranges over all instantiations of \(a, b\) and \(S\). We see that terms involving small samples (i.e., low values of \(\hat{P}(a, b, S)\)) are automatically discounted relative to those of larger samples.

One issue that has not been addressed is that of deterministic nodes, such as those representing functional dependencies among variables. These nodes cannot be completely represented by the causal models considered in this paper, as they require a refinement of d-separation studied in [Geiger et al 89] and [Pearl et al 89]. The issues introduced by deterministic nodes are discussed in [Verma 91].
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